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COUGHLIN LECTURES BASEBALL GETS
UNDER WAY
TO PEDAGOGISTS
"Discipline," Subject of Interesting Talk

Season's Prospects Brighter
Than Ever

THE TEACHER AND PUPIL

O'Brien as Catcher?Fielding
Position Still Open

Mr. Gerald F. Coughlin, '23, led a
very interesting discussion in the
Pedagogy class Wednesday morning
on the topic "Discipline." Practically
every member of the class took part
in the discussion and the results were
easily and interestingly attained.
Mr. Coughlin started the discussion by asking one member of the
class his idea of what discipline in
a high school classroom ought to be.
The idea, apparently satisfactory to
all, conveyed the impression that pupils should know that they are subject to the authority of the teacher;
they should be made to realize it, but
the authority should not be, as the
speaker well expressed it, "like that

"Baseball has started" is correct.
That is, if you go down to the Armory
and look at the B. C. squad.
The boys are getting into condition
as fast as sore muscles and backs will
let them. Even Coach Henricsen is
sore from the work-out.
The catching job is causing most
of the worry in regard to the team.
Frank Sullivan joined the Detroit
Tigers, and Eddie Phillips is with the
Boston Braves at St. Petersburg.
Tommy O'Brien, the freshman athletic star, looks like the best of the
receivers. Tommy gained a lot of
experience with Coburn Classical, in
the Maine prep school league, and
was chosen for the All-honor in his

of

a

second Bismarck."

last year up there.
Tommy also played in the Amateur
Collegiate League against the ball
tossers from University of Maine,
Bowdoin, Colby, Williams and other
colleges. Frank Matzek, one of the
league umpires, says that O'Brien is
a harder sticker than any man on
the Eagles' squad.
And that's some recommendation,
when we consider that Chuck hit for
over .350, and Frank Wilson for even
higher than that.
The infield will be a stand-pat affair, with Whalen, Captain Phillips,
Cronin and Foley. Ed Malley, the old
Fordham star, and "Jap" Finnegan
from Latin School, together with
Mandeville and Myron, last year's
sub, supply the proper reserve
strength.
The pitching staff is the best that
Boston College has ever had. Three
star twirlers, like Frank McCrehan,
Steve Patten and Jim Kelley, is something that most colleges don't have
in a single year. Bill Vargus, Andy
Carroll and Ed Mullowney are the
other veterans who will aid in the
twirling.
Only two positions are sure in the
outfield, centre field, with Chuck Darling, and left field, with Frank Wilson.
There's a real row on for the other
position. Petie Day and Fritz Costigan are the leaders for the job, with
a chance that a shift in the infield
will put anyone except Whalen and
Foley out there.
The opening day may find Tommy
Phillips, Bill Cronin, Pete Day, Fritz
Costigan, Ed Malley or "Jap" Finnegan playing the pasture that Tony
Comerford used to patrol.

In considering the different types
of pupils that teachers will meet in
a classroom, opinions as to how they
should be handled were varied. The
point was brought out that a class
knows when a teacher is new at the
profession, and very often there is
an element in the class that will

"ride" the teacher. The opinion was
expressed that this element should
be "sat upon." It was conceded, how-

ever that such occurrences would be

perhaps infrequent.

manner in which a pupil
should be corrected was another topic
upon which there were many opinSome declared for public corions.
rection, while others, mindful, perhaps of their own experiences, and
not yet minus all of their share of
the milk of human kindness, advanced their arguments for private
corrections.
That the pupil, termed in the vernacular "wise," should receive his
doses in public was conceded by mostly all. Some, however, declared for a
dramatic exit.
Sensitive Pupils
Sensitive pupils were the next to
be considered. Some declared that
they should be corrected in front of
the class, that their sensitiveness
might be lessened.] Others said that
this manner would in most cases tend
to discourage a pupil, and that discouragement was to be absolutely
avoided. Many preferred to speak
privately to such pupils, and in this
manner, they asserted, it would be
seen that such pupils would make
greater headway and in a more satisfactory manner than if they were
publicly called to account for their
fault.
That discipline is a prime essential
was agreed, while the manners and
methods of obtaining it were varied
in the opinions of the members of
the class.
Mr. Coughlin was well prepared
for his paper, and all were of the
opinion that his presentation of the
matter under discussion was indeed
well done. His leadership in the discussion was also commended.
(Continued on page 8, col. 2)
The

The debating team of the College
of the City of New York won its
fourth consecutive victory when it
defeated the University of Maine.
They have also defeated Pennsylvania
and Franklin and Marshall. The
New Yorkers uphold the affirmative
of the question, "Resolved that the
United States should enter the World
Court."
The debating team of Bates has
not suffered defeat in three years.
They have thrice won over Oxford.

Darling and Kozlowsky
at
There was a decided Maroon and
Gold tinge to the fair city of Haverhill last Wednesday evening, when
three of Boston College's prominent
representatives were special guests
at a large smoker of the local council
Knights of Columbus. The grand
triumvirate of the Boston College
pigskin
department, Coach Cavanaugh, "Chuck" Darling and Captainelect "Joe" Kozlowsky were the headliners on the program of the evening.
The hall was jammed to capacity
and the crowd gave the B. C. men a
rousing ovation. Coach Cavanaugh
lauded football as a game which required courage, tenacity and determi-

"

Haverhill Smoker

nation; he drew freely on the experience of his many years coaching

show his hearers how the qualities
demanded of an athlete on the football field develop character and moral
strength invaluable in later years.
The genial smile of "Joe" Kozlowsky immediately won over his audience. "Joe" related a number of interesting incidents that befell him on
the playing field and stated that,
while one occasionally receives a few
gentle slams, yet in the end, the glory
and pleasure of the game is worth it
all. As final speaker, "Chuck" Darling discussed the methods of scout-

to

ing opponents used by colleges today
as compared with methods of other
days.

Notre Dame Relay to
Meet Boston College
The crack relay team which
bears the colors of Notre Dame
University, will come East to
compete in the 1600 meter
Catholic College relay championships to be held at the 22nd
Regiment
in New
Armory
York.

Knute Rockne, head coach of
athletics at the South Bend
school, brings his team to the
East for the first time in the
history of the college.
The
Notre Dame quartet will com-

with Boston College,
Georgetown and Holy Cross
this Friday night.

pete

POETS' GUILD TO
OPEN $500 CONTEST
Money Given for a Poem on
Children's May Day
The American Child Health Association has put at the disposal of the
Poets' Guild of New York City the

of five hundred dollars, the gift
of
donor for the purchase of a poem on the subject of
sum

an anonymous

May Day.
With the object of stimulating interest in the physical needs of the
childhood of the nation, the Poets'
Guild has been requested to select
from poems submitted to it the one
which best conveys the idea of glorious, healthful childhood. It is hoped
that embryonic poets of Boston College will submit poems to the Guild.
The Poets' Guild is a group of poets
interested in the practical as well as
artistic values of their art, and especially in the manner in which it can
be made useful to children.
The
Guild is interesting itself in the development of May Day festivals, the
spirit of which they feel to be particularly akin both to poetry and to
childhood. As a prelude to a wider
and richer celebration of May Day
than heretofore known, the Guild is
offering this gift of five hundred dollars for the poem submitted which
shall best embody the idea of childhood expressed by springtime. The
poem selected as the most suitable
will be read at festivals throughout
the country on May Ist.
(Continued on page 5, col. 2)

BROSNAHAN HOLDS
NOVEL FORUM
Open Session of Last Week's
Meeting a Heated Success
The Brosnahan Debating Society
held a session contrary to the ordinary procedure last Monday at the
Instead of
the ordinary debate, the society had
an open house debate, and every one
had the privilege of speaking. This
is the first time that this method has
been attempted by the Brosnahan and
it proved very successful.
The subject open for discussion was
the acceptance of the Bok Peace Plan
by the United States. The majority
seemed opposed, but plenty of opposition was afforded by those who upheld it. The most noticeable feature
was the enthusiasm with which the

regular weekly meeting.

speakers sought recognition from the
chairman. There was not an uninteresting moment during the entire

session.
The open house plan seems to be a
good one, for it gives everyone the opportunity to speak, whereas when certain speakers are appointed, there is
not sufficient time for everyone to say
as much as he would like. Naturally
this method would not be the best
for every week, but occasionally it
is profitable. The subject for the
next debate is "Resolved that the Continued Existence of the British Empire Is Necessary for the Civilization

of the World."

HOCKEY
TEAM
MEETS
B. A. A.
TOMORROW
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LERMOND TO MEET PAYNE
OF COLBY AT PORTLAND
Flahive, Killilea and Cavanaugh Make Trip?Track Team
in for Busy Week

HOLY CROSS WINS
OVER BASKET TEAM
Riopel's Tossers Play Superb
Game
Before a crowd of 1200 Purple
rooters and 15 Maroon backers the
Eagle was defeated by the Holy Cross
basketeers 25 to 21 in one of the fastest games ever staged in the High
School of Commerce Gym, Worcester.
The accurate shooting of Burke and
Hop Riopel was one of the main factors in the Purple's win. Burke rang
up four baskets while Riopel shot two
besides playing a fine defensive game.
Andy Carroll started the ball rolling when he caged a pretty basket in
the first few minutes of play. A number of long ineffective shots were tried
by both sides. Burke then tossed a
basket for the Purple. Andy Carroll
shortly afterwards counted on a free
try and Tommy Murphy caged a floor
basket putting the Maroon in the lead.
Martin and Wise came back strong
and hung up a pair of baskets. Martin added two more points on free
tries.
The pace now set was fast and furious, frequent fouls being called on
both sides. Boston College was far
more accurate making good the free
tries than their purple-jerseyed rivals.
Bill Melley playing a great game, shot
six successive fouls. The first half
ended with the Worcesterites leading
10 to 8.
Play at a Terrific Clip
Going into the second half the
Eagles set a terrific clip and the action did not lag for a moment. Burke
started again for the Purple, scoring
a free try and thus putting the Holy
Cross five into the lead 11-8. Tommy
Murphy with the aid of great pass
work by his mates grabbed off two
points for the Maroon. Baskets by
Martin and Riopel put the Cross far
into the lead. Ed Harrison who had
been thrilling the fans with his marvelous defensive work brought them
to their feet when he caged two of
the most spectacular baskets of the
evening. Up to this time Holy Cross

was in the lead 23-16, but now the
margin was cut down to 23-20. Waldron caged a free try bringing the
Eagle within two points of their
rivals. The stiffness of the pace set
before was now increased. B. C. was
working hard to overcome the lead.
With only a few minutes to play
Shannon rung up a basket and then
the game ended with the Maroon and
Gold hanging on to the short end of
a 25-21 score.
The shooting of Ed Harrison and
Murphy from the floor and Bill Melley's eye for the basket from the foul
line were the outstanding features
from a B. C. view.
Burke, Riopel and Wise were the
stars for the Purple. Burke was the
high scorer with 8 points. Wise was
just one shy of Burke and Riopel had
two baskets to his.credit.
The result of this game makes the
series even and a third game will be
necessary to decide the winner of the
series. It is very likely that the
game will be played in Boston the latter part of this week. This game
promises to be the greatest struggle
that the Eagle and the Purple have
waged in basketball.

Athletic authorities at Holy
Cross have decided not to extend their basketball season so
as to play off the tie in the
series with Boiton College. The
possibility of n game with Vermont was also destroyed by
this edict.

Boston College track men will try
to show the up-country folks how to
run, jump and shot put, tonight, at
the Legion meet, in Portland, Maine.
Coach Jack Magee, of Bowdoin, and
of the United States Olympic team, is
in charge of the meet.
B. C. will compete in the nigh jump,
the hurdles, the two and a half mile
run, the mile, the pole vault and the
shot put. Clarence Flahive, intercollegiate high jump champion and runner-up for the National A. A. U.
title, heads the list of entrants.
"Fluff" will have his brother, Jim,
with him in an effort to show the
Portland folks that jumping runs in
the Flahive family.
High jumpers from University of
Maine, Colby, Bates, Bowdoin, Vermont and New Hampshire will try to
show the two brothers up, if they can.
Either Red Riha or John Murphy
will be the B. C. entrant in the 45yard high hurdles.
Payne Old Rival
George Lermond will try the two
and a half mile run. "Lemons" will
meet an old opponent in Roland W.
Payne, the distance star from Colby
College. "Mike" Ryan, the old Boston Marathon record holder and now
coach at Colby, expects that this will
be the best race of the year. And it
ought to be, for it is the third time
this winter that the two college
flashes have met.
Tom Cavanaugh is up against a
tough field in the mile.
Cavanaugh
will be in Dutch if he loses, because
the fans want to see him win, but if
he wins "he'll still be Dufch, because
it means that George Marsters, a native son, will have been beaten. Marsters is a former Portland high school
runner.
Larry Killilea is due for a big
night in the pole vault. He is expected to set a high water mark for the
vault, as there is plenty of opposition.
The Dartmouth vaulters may
be at the meet, if faculty permission
can be secured. Larry's leaping and
that of the Hanover lads should produce a battle well worth watching.
Owen Murphy, the latest product of
Jack Ryder's coaching, is down for
the shot put. Murphy is good for a
40 foot toss any day, and that should
earn him a place among the medal
winners.
Flahive

MELLEY SHINES AS
STAGE STAR
B.

C.

Men in Chelsea
Dramatics

Bill Melley of the basketball team
and president of the A.A., was among
the number of Boston College men,
past and president, who took parts in
the Chelsea B. C. Club comedy,
"Three Wise Fools," presented at St.
Rose's Hall, Chelsea, last week. With
Bill were several other B. C. boys, including Joe Melley, Cornelius Hines,
John Murphy, Joe Sullivan, Bill
Brennan, George Murdock and Jim
Cotter.
James P. Collins '16 played the
leading role of Theodore Finley and
his work was a feature of the performance. Lawrence McCarthy '23,
as Gordon, gave a fine portrayal of
that part.

Eddie Mockler also of the B. C.
was . chief usher; George
Robertie '27, was stage manager;
John Nolan '27, assistant stage manager and Eddie Hubner '19, property
man.
quintet

Work has been started on the new
building to replace the oldest University of New Hampshire dormitory
which was recently destroyed by fire.
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Friday, March 14, 1924, at 2:30 P. M.
ASSEMBLY HALL

Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secretary
Mrs. P. Joseph Collins
Board of Directors
Mrs. Paul Dillon, Mrs. Henry
J. Foley, Mrs. Richard Hinchey,
Miss Elizabeth L. Nelligan,
Miss Lillian A. Nicholson, Mrs.

Barges from Lake Street from 2.30 to 3.30 p. m.

ENTERTAINMENT

50 Disabled Men Enjoy

Admiral De Stiger Present
Mrs. Vincent P. Roberts of Chest-

nut Hill, president of the Philomatheia Club of Boston College and a

member of the board of directors of
the Army and Navy Club, was hostess
to fifty sick and disabled men of the
Chelsea Naval Hospital on Valentine's Day, at the Army and Navy
Club, Park Square, Boston.
The men were motored to the club
in automobiles loaned for the occasion.
They were entertained with whist,
bridge, dancing, readings, story tell-

(
(

(

)

Telephone IJeach 4054

)

36 Avery Street, Boston, Mass. \
Tremont Street)

Frank W. Wenners
MERCHANT
TAILOR
1206 Columbus Avenue
Roxbury Crossing

Literal Translations
of

French, German, Spanish,
Italian, Latin and Greek
Literature. Ask for complete List or phone University 4438-R.
Cambridge Seminar, Cambridge, Mass., 30 Brattle
Street, Harvard Sq.

Afterno n at Army-Navy Club

)

ing and music. In the evening a supper was served, the tables being prettily decorated with favors and flowers
donated by Mrs. Barrett Wendell,
From the ceiling were suspended balloons and festoons of colors, appropriate to the day.
Among the guests were Rev. Daniel
J. Lynch, S.J., Chaplain McDonald of
the Navy Yard, Admiral and Mrs. De
Stiger, Mr. William Mayo and Mr.

Frederick S. Whitwell.
Mrs. Roberts was assisted in receiving by Mrs. Arthur Kelley and
Mrs. John P. Feeney, chairman and
vice-chairman of the Hospital Committee of the Army and Navy Club,
and Mrs. Richard D. Coe.
Among those who contributed to the
entertainment were: Mr. Joseph
Turnbull, vocal solo; Mr. Blankenship,
accompanist; Mr. Patrick J. Sullivan,
story telling; Misses Rita and Irene
Sullivan, vocal solos and readings;
Mrs. Charles Read, vocal solo; Mr.
Charles, vocal solo, and Mrs. William
Guinan, accompanist. Music was furnished for dancing by members of the
Boston College orchestra.
Whist and bridge were in charge of
Mrs. M. J. McCarthy of Watertown,
assisted by Mrs. James H. Doyle, Mrs.
Lillian
Joseph Morrissey,
Miss
Nicholson. Mrs. C. H. Bowen, Mrs.
Charles Grandison, Mrs. Charles P.
Clark, Mrs. Paul Dillon, Mrs. Gertrude Dowd, Mrs. Chas. Stack, Miss
Grace White, Mrs. M. W. White, Mrs.
Charles Sullivan, Mrs. Anna L. Mahoney, Mrs. Daniel J. Holland, Mrs.
Joseph Sheerin, Mrs. D. J. Buckley,
Mrs. D. J. McCarthy, Mrs. Charles
Dickerman, Mrs. Grimes, Misses

Elizabeth and Louise McNamee and
Mrs.
McNamee,
Miss Elizabeth
James Marion, Mrs. Ed Crotty, Mrs.
T. J. Callanan and E. J. Callanan and
Mrs. James Cavanaugh.
Tea was in charge of Mrs. Richard
Hinehey of Waltham.
Supper was in charge of Mrs.

Thomas F. Troy of Melrose, assisted
Mrs. John P. Reed, and Mrs.
Francis Mahoney.
Dancing in charge of Mrs. Peter W.
Collins assisted by her daughters, the
Misses Viola and Mildred Collins,
Miss Agnes Troy, Miss Margaret Linnehan, Miss Anna Mahoney, Miss
Elizabeth Dillon, Miss Amy Ward,
Miss Dorothy Kelley, Miss Gertrude
Crosby, Miss Virginia Tobin, Miss
Mary
Downes,
Miss
Margaret
Downes, Miss Catherine McCabe, Miss
Miss
Ellen
Catherine Coleman,
O'Brien and Miss Margaret Hinchey.
Automobiles were donated by Mr.
and Mrs. V. P. Roberts, Mr. James
Dacey, Mr. Charles Murphy, Mr. Leo
Roberts, Mrs. J. Fred Curran, Mrs.
M. W. White, Mrs. Peter W. Collins,
Miss Alice Hurley, Mrs. William Bigley, Mr. Leo McDonnell, Mrs. Grimes,
Packard Auto Co., and barge by Mr.
Chester Campbell.
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MRS. V. P. ROBERTS
HOSTESS AT VETERAN

\

(Near

College Orchestra
Joseph Turnbull
College Quartet

Lawrence Thornton, Joseph Healy, Joseph Turnbull, Michael Corcoran
College Orchestra
Selection, "Hearts of Harlequin"
Francis Flanagan
"Andantino,"
Violin solo,
Lawrence
Thornton
"Smiling"
Aroon,"
solos,
Vocal
"Colleen
College Orchestra
Selection, "Lady in Ermine

Manicuring

i

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

Overture, "Bridal Rose"
Baritone solo, "A Good Heart All the Way"
Selections, "The Band," "Who Is Sylvia"

C

l

-

The program of the concert is as follows:

Charles Grandison, Mrs. Nicholas J. King, Mrs. Charles Stack,
Mrs. Michael W. White.
Spiritual Director and Treas.
Rev. Daniel J. Lynch, S. J.
The following ladies will
serve on the Hospitality Committee for the Club Year:
Chairmen
Mrs. Paul Dillon
Mrs. Richard Hinchey
Mrs. Henry J. Foley
Assistants
Mrs. Charles S. Sullivan, Mrs.
Joseph J. Drury, Mrs. Clifford
E. McField, Mrs. J. 0. Braudis,
Mrs. Ernest Manahan, Mrs.
Frank Kirby, Mrs. John J.
Maloy, Mrs. William Cahill,
Mrs. John G. Warren, Mrs.
Francis A. Mahoney, Mrs. E. J.
Kelly, Mrs. James J. Lynch,
Mrs. James H. Doyle, Mrs.
Frederick Crosby, Mrs. Frederick W. Mansfield, Miss Elizabeth McNamara, Miss Mary McNamee, Mrs. Charles J. Johnson, Mrs. James H. Boyle, Mrs.
D. T. McCarthy, Mrs. Joseph
Sheerin, Mrs. Richard Graham,
Mrs. E. L. Grimes, Mrs. Charles
J. Boyden, Mrs. J. A. Mason,
Mrs. Gertrude Dowd, Mrs. T.
F. Kellard, Mrs. Frances W.
Doherty, Mrs. Jerome Murphy,
Mrs. John S. Dooley, Mrs. F. J.
Callanan, Miss Maud Rockwell,
Miss Louise McNamee.
Hostesses for each meeting
will be asked alphabetically.

Box Candy

BOSTON COLLEGE

On Friday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock the Philomatheia Club will conduct its regular monthly
meeting and as a part program, a concert will be rendered by the Boston College musical clubs.
This will afford the lovers of music of the auxiliary society another opportunity to hear the famed
college songsters present their trained and melodious voices.
Warm greetings have been extended throughout Greater Boston wherever they have entertained and a huge success has always been assured with promises that their splendid services
might be of avail in the future. The Philomatheia has always acknowledged the meritorious work
of the musical clubs by engaging them to present a few hours of enjoyable entertainment during
the course of the college year.
The date of the garden party together with all particulars concerning it will be announced
at the regular meeting of the Club, Friday.

Mrs. Charles J. O'Malley

'mported Beads

-
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merely

a wrist watch
A Gruen

Prices range

to

the many inreceived, THE
HEIGHTS wishes to announce
that the columns of the paper
are at all times open to members of the Philomatheia Club
In

reply

quiries recently

WILL BE HELD

Vice-Presidents
Mrs. Thomas F. Troy
Mrs. Daniel J. Holland
Assistant Treasurer
Mrs. Michael J. McCarthy

(

OF IMPORTANCE

PHILOMATHEIA CLUB

Honorary Vice-President
Mrs. Martha Moore Avery
President
Mrs. Vincent Paul Roberts

/
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OF THE

Honorary President
William Cardinal O'Connell

High Grade Perfumes
Theatrical Cosmetics
Toilet Requisites

i

THE REGULAR MONTHLY MEEETING

PHILOMATHEIA CLUB
1923-1924
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VHILOMATHEIA CLUB &QDTES

MISS E. G. NELLIGAN
CONVALESCING AFTER
OPERATION
Miss Elizabeth G. Nelligan of the
Board of Directors is convalescing
from a serious operation performed
at the Trumbull Hospital, 68 Allerton
street, Jamaica Way, on March 6.
As we go to press we are glad to
announce that the latest report from
the hospital indicates that Miss Nelligan is on the way to recovery.

Card of Sympathy
The sympathy of the Philomatheia
Club is extended to the following
members: Mrs. Peter W. Collins,
Chelsea, on the death of her father,
Mr. William McNulty; Mrs. Bernard
T. Daly on the death of her husband,
Dr. B. T. Daly of Roxbury; Mrs. Daniel J. McCarthy on the death of her
husband, Mr. D. J. McCarthy of Winthrop and Mrs. George F. Sullivan on
the death of her husband, Mr. G. F.
Sullivan of Newton Centre.
Mrs. Nicholas J. King,
Chairman of the Visiting Committee.

desiring to publish items of interest to the club.
It is requested that members send their
news items or other matter for
publication to the Editor-inChief two weeks before the first
Friday of the month, for publication in the issue preceding
the next regular meeting of the
club.
Members of the Philomatheia
Club are invited to make arrangements
to receive THE
HEIGHTS regularly, so that the
Official News Organ of Boston
College may at all times keep
them informed of the latest developments as well as the continued successes of B. C. in all
fields of endeavor. It is the desire of the staff to make THE
HEIGHTS a semi-weekly within
a short time, and this aim can
of course be more quickly realized the more quickly our circulation increases to the extent
necessary.
The subscription
price for the remainder of the
year, even with all the innova-

tions of the present year, such
numbers and
semi-weekly issues, has been
kept down to one dollar. We
wish, however, to make it clear
that a subscription is not required in order to receive the
monthly issue preceding the
meeting of the club.
Several members of the club
have expressed a desire to place
advertisements in the monthly
issue sent to all in the Philomatheia Club, and this moves us
to announce that those wishing
to advertise in the remaining
numbers of the year may communicate with the General Manager, who is in personal charge
of these issues. AH members
are invited also to send in advertisements from friends, as
we
wish to
make THE
HEIGHTS a medium of mutual
help and benefit.
as extra pictorial

P. L. B U R N S
Caterer
Weddings
Banquets
1167 TREMONT STREET

Boston, Massachusetts
Phone Rorbury 2860

dially invites the mothers and sisters
| of present and past students of Boston
| College to make application for mem| bership to Mrs. Vincent P. Roberts,
| Boston College. The dues are three dol1 lars a year and one dollar for initiation.

upward

Diamond Rings a Specialty

REAGAN KIPP CO.

j
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162 TREMONT ST., BOSTON
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STANDARD

CATHOLIC BOOKS
Books of Instruction
Devotion and Meditation
Prayer Books
Lives of the Saints
Novels and Juveniles

Matthew F. Sheehan Co.

(

17-19 Beach Street

i

(Catholic Book

BOSTON

MASS.

Accessories of All Kinds

PETER EDWARDS GO,, Inc.
Expert Musical Instrument Repairing
Dealers in

Correct Fasfiionf for-Women a^/fl/ssej.

Store)

New and Secoud-Haud
Instruments

Room 11, 224 Tiemont St., Boston, Mass.

372-378
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Ramblings Amid The Fine Arts
and in art centres of the United
States.
"The Relay"
which are a part

and "Competitor,"
of the display, have
received much favorable comment
wherever shown. "Canadian Soldier,"
an infantryman carrying full equipment, and "Supple Juggler," another
athletic creation, are to be seen in the
reading room of the club. "The Joy
of Effort" completes the display.

Leading the display are the famous
conceptions: "Christ on the Cross,"
"The Widower," "Christ Preaching,"
Supper at Emmaus," and
The
"Faust in His Study."
Minnesota is endeavoring to gain
"

possession of the collection gallery of

*

T. B. Walker, than which few others
are larger or of equal artistic value.

Minnesota would
place the university in the lead of the
colleges in possession of modern collections.
*

*

"The Book of Job,"

a

dramatic

presentation of the Biblical story, is
lo be presented by the Stuart-Walker
ployers at the University of Southern
California. The production made its

first appearance on March 7, 1918,
when Stuart Walker presented it at
the Booth Theatre in New York.
Startling scenery and lighting effects
add to the dramatic power of the
play.
On either side of the stage, much
after the manner of Drinkwater's
"Lincoln," are two narrators, who
chant the opening lines of the chapters, alternating until the storm of
the conclusion drowns their voices.
*

*

*

The Onslaught," a
group depicting two lines
"

sculptured

of plunging
football players, is one of several
of the works of Dr. R. Tait McKenzie which have been placed on exhibition at the University of Pennsylvania. In addition to the statues now
being displayed four masks, portraying the facial expressions of a runat different stages of a track
race, will soon be placed on view.
They are "Breathlessness," "Effort,"
"Fatigue," and "Exhaustion."
Dr. McKenzie, who is Professor and
Director of Physical Education at
Pennsylvania, is internationally known
as a sculptor and his athlete subjects
are well known in the world of art.
ner

*

-*\u25a0

A Symposium of Poetry, in which
six poets took part, was held under
the auspices of the Columbia Univerity Writers' Club a week ago. The
participating poets were Professor
John Erskine, President of the Poetry
Society of America, Padraic Colum,
Arthur Guiterman, Leonora Speyer,
Marguerite Wilkinson and Aline Kil-

Its acquisition by

*

The Church and Science
PART I

Many of his works have been placed
on exhibition in European galleries

Thirty-five etchings and drawings
by Rembrandt, the subjects of which
are chiefly Biblical characters and incidents, have been placed on exhibition at the University of Minnesota.

mer.

Professor Erskine, who was introduced as a man who not only teaches
poetry but writes it, read a series of
three love poems of his own authorship and was generously appplauded.
Padraic Colum, the noted Irish poet
and publicist, read two poems which
he had translated from the Polynesian, while on his recent invitation
visit to Hawaii. Mr. Colum explained
that, since Polynesian is a language
of singular vividness of imagery, containing no abstract words, it is correspondingly difficult to translate into English. The poet also read several verses of his own making. Mr.
Colum is an economist as well as a
poet, one of a series of his articles
about life on the Hawaiian sugar
plantations having appeared in a recent issue of The Nation.
Leonora Speyer read her prize
poem, "Oberammergau," and a number of her poems, including several with an Italian setting and several with a Biblical motive.
Marguerite Wilkinson gave a selection of her poems, written during
her travels through England with her
husband, which were in a light vein.
Other poets who took part in the
program were Aline Kilmer and Arthur Guiterman. It is planned make
this

Poetry

Symposium

an

annual

affair.

GARRETT W. SCOLLARD
K. L. SCOLLARD

The members of the Junior and
Senior classes were privileged to hear
a most interesting and instructive address, given by a Catholic scholar and
gentleman, recently, when Sir Bertram Windle, E.S.G., spoke to them
on the relation of the Church and
Science, disproving, as he did, the
blank assertion of Huxley, that the
"Church is the impeccable enemy of
science." During his talk he mentioned some of the famous Catholic
scientists and men who have placed
some of the sciences where they are
today. It is the purpose of this brief
article and the one to follow to outline the works and achievements of
the leading Catholic scientists. The
sources from whence the information
in these articles comes is open to all
and if they were used by some the
untruthful assertions so often hurled.
The Constitution of the Vatican
Council asserts that "The Church, far
from being opposed to the progress of
human arts and sciences, assists and
encourages them in many ways."
History shows this to be the case.
To tell faithfully what the Church
has done, says one writer, would be to
write the history of every branch of
science?to follow each branch from
its first beginnings to the highly
developed state to which it has attained. Recall, if you will, the fact
that the great universities in Europe
are Catholic in their origin, and that
most of them were founded before
the Reformation. Remember, also,
that the children of the Church have
been eminently practical in all their
studies and investigations and that
all the great discoveries and inventions

that

have

exerted the

jnost

potent influence in advancing scientific knowledge and in ameliorating

the condition of our race. Further?
if you look into the annals of science

will find that the pioneers and
most active and successful workers
in every branch thereof have not only
you

been devoted sons of the Church but
also, in many instances, have been,
and still are, ecclesiastics and members of religious orders. Every student of history knows that the great
universities of Europe were founded
by Catholic kings and princes and
often under immediate Papal inspiration. Long before the Reformation,
Cambridge,
Copenhagen,
Heidelberg, Prague, Vienna,
Naples, Louvain and others as famous were celebrated seats of learning and attended by thousands of
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geographers.

Fr. John, accompanied by some
Franciscan monks, was sent by Innocent IV, in 1246, to the emperor of
Tartary and journeyed as far as
Thibet. In 1253, Fr. Rubruquis, on
order of Louis IX of France, penetrated farther into Asia than had another European of his time.
And who has not heard of the illustrious Marco Polo, called by one
great geographer, the Humboldt of
the thirteenth century? In company
with his father, uncle, and a few
monks he received the Pope's blessing, and set out for the court of
Kublai Khan, the Tartar conqueror
of China in 1271. Journeying for
three years these travelers reached
a city near what is now Pekin. They
resided in the East for twenty-four
years and upon his return Marco
Polo wrote the account which first
gave the people of Europe a knowledge of many of the countries and islands of the East including Japan.
We need but briefly mention the discovery of Columbus, who sailed under
the banner of the Cross.
Then there was Vasco da Gama,
carrying a flag on which there was
the cross of the military order of the
Most Holy Redeemer?first to double
the Cape of Good Hope and reach
the East Indies by that route.
Magellan, known to us all, followed
the cross and the standard of Castile, rounded Cape Horn, and although
he reached the Philippines only to be
put to death at the hands of the natives, his ship, "Santa Maria," continued its journey, and in reality was
the first to circumnavigate the globe.
Cortez and Balboa and their asso-

ciates explored Mexico and Central
America. Then Pizarro and his countrymen, explored the unknown lands
of South America. DeSoto first
traversed the territory bordering the
northern portion of the Gulf of
Mexico.
The sturdy sons of Catholic France
went to our neighbor, Canada, and
what is known as British America,
and made known to their own in Europe the countries they had visited
and the manners and customs of the
inhabitants.

LaSalle and Marquette, the Jesuit;
Hennepin and Membre, of St. Francis' order, explored the great chain
of lakes from Ontario to Superior, the
lands and tribes adjacent, and were
the first to journey from the source
to

the mouth of the Father of Waters.

Look over the maps of the world
and see on them all the handwriting
of the sons of the Church. We have
cities, countries, islands, lakes and
rivers, bearing the names that could
have been suggested only by Catholic

hearts.
And all this in spite of the changes
that have been introduced by writers
and map makers. And why these
names? Could it be otherwise than
the fact, that these faithful sons were
ever mindful of the glory of the
Church and of her saints, and of the
grandeur of the doctrines and the
mysteries which she inculcates.
On every page of the history of our
country, Catholic explorers and missionaries and scholars have left their
imprint. And yet the Church is at
swords' edges with science and progress !
The discoverers of the mainland of
North America were John and Sebastian Cabot. Lower Canada was first
traversed by James Cartier, who also
first saw the waters of the St. Lawrence. Lake Huron was discovered
by Joseph le Caron, the Franciscan.
Samuel de Champlain was the man
who founded Quebec, and discovered
lakes Ontario and Champlain. The
oldest cities in these United States,
St. Augustine and Santa Fe?founded
by Menendez and Onate. San Francisco, of the Golden Gate, had for its
founder the apostle, Junipero Serra.
Lakes Ontario and Superior were first
mapped by Jesuits. The Sulpician,
Dollier de Casscn, first mapped Lake
Erie.
Onondaga's salt springs were first
found by a Jesuit; and the oil wells
near Lake Erie by a Franciscan.
Thus we could trace the achievements of the sons of that Church, the
"enemy" of science. From the footsteps of Ericson and his Catholic
Northmen, from Vinland to far-off
Alaska, the scene of the explorations
and labors of Archbishop Seghers?\u25a0
we trace the scientific conquests of
the Church's sons.
We all know of Verrazzano, Ponce
de Leon, Pineta, Gomez, Miruelov
Ayllon. Gordillo, Tristan de Luna,
Coronado Castanada, Joliet, White,.
Sir George Calvert, Lord Baltimore
Catholics all of them. They are but
the most important of the long list of
those who have reflected honor on
Church and country by their achieve?

ments.
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admiration of a wondering world,
and here, to quote Carlyle, 'nearly all
the inventions and civil institutions
whereby we yet live as civilized men
were originated and perfected.'"
In considering the question of the
Church and science, there are many
sciences that can be studied. Let us
commence with
geography, that
study which teaches us concerning
the earth on which we live. It is a
fact that nearly all the knowledge of
the earth's surface comes to us from
Catholic sources. Way back in the
sixth century we have an Egyptian
monk, the learned cosmographer,
Cosmas Indicopleustes, who was the
author of the only original work of
the epoch, and who as a geographer
was scarcely less worthy of consideration than Ptolemy. Malte-Brun,
a competent critic, places the learned
monk in this high position among the
scientists.
After the learned monk came the
missionaries, who, at the command
of the Popes, went on their errands
of charity to then unknown parts of
the world and upon their return gave
to the people of Europe their first
knowledge of the countries they had
visited.
Sir John Mandeville, Vasco da
Gama, and even Columbus, are indebted to missionaries for some of
the knowledge they possessed in their
journeys and explorations. Few of
the students of geography have
heard of Father John de Piano Carpino, Father Rubruquis, men who are
deserving of the eternal gratitude of

j

\u25a0

To quote a student of this subject:
"In these centers of intellectual activity, genius had full play and the
mind, untrammelled in its operations,
was free to range over the entire
realm of thought and to enter every
department of knowledge, sacred and
profane. Here were taught all the
branches of art and science; here we
find the first beginnings of many of
those- discoveries which, with subse-
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BOSTON COLLEGE WEEKLY

It is sometimes repeated that true
Boston College spirit is non-existant.
That there is such a thing as college
spirit within the breasts of B. C. men
can hardly be denied, however, particularly when that intangible thing
is plainly evident at the annual gridiron clash between rugged men from
Mt. St. James and the Heights huskies. Nothing but that quality could
urge students to manifest their joy
at victory as in the manifestation of
last fall when hundreds snake-danced
their way in to Boston Common.
But there is another kind of spirit,
evidenced a short time ago by a
goodly percentage of Boston undergraduates. Notice was given that a
Month's Mind Mass would be celebrated for our departed spiritual advisor in the chapel, to start fortyfive minutes before the opening of
the first class. The type of spirit
with which this strong-souled priest
attempted to fill the students' hearts
is, after all, the most potent and important spirit of all. The response
to the call for a large student congregation was made in a gratifying
way. The majority of those who attended receive the Blessed Sacrament, thereby rendering a greater act
of homage to the Almighty and
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SCHOLARSHIP
AND DEBATING
There are two courses a man may
pursue in an educational career. He
may devote his whole time to conquering averages, or he may give
only the necessary attention to his

second sends many
its adoption, while
of
the
first is to lead
tendency
the
gradual
to a
substitution of ambitious
satisfaction in the accomplishment of
duty. Either cannot eventuate in the
studies.

The

away regretting

greatest good.

Not but that rank is good; for it,
as a consequence of faithfulness, the
student strives honorably and worthily; with it he holds a higher position
in public regard and in the consideration of his teachers, whose esteem he
should try to deserve; by it he feels
advance in culture and discipline. But
taken by itself it is a solitary blessing.

The success a man may gain from
rank alone is transient, of little
weight compared with the vital demands of life, and one which answers
only for a brief period at the commencement of life, when the best success is that which arrives at later
years. Hence arises discouragement,
misanthropy and all those souring
elements of a disappointed life; hence
arises incapacity to solve the problems of daily experience. To gain a
present good, whose enjoyment is dependent on locality, and whose practical benefits are slight, if standing
isolated, is an honor which a wise
man will hardly fail to esteem as
unworthy of a long or steady effort.
Again, absolute possession of knowledge without its use is a wrong
standard to adhere to. The use of
it to help, to inspire and to teach
others and oneself is a noble object,
but silent study for rank is only too
apt to beget a miserly hoarding of
information.
Thus it is that a union of scholarship and debating is of such value to
the student. The blending of thought
and knowledge with the facility and
readiness of speech which public
speaking can give is a sure pass to
understanding and influence.
That
tact and mental perception gained
alone in debate prevents failure where
ideas are numerous but the accent of
reason faint. The educated man who
can intelligently express himself is
a powerful man anywhere?he is deservedly respected.
If research, argument, reasoning,
writing, delivery and solid thought,
rightly directed, as cultivated and
developed in debate, are anything,
they are equal in distinction to study.
Unite solid, sensible scholarship?the
first aim of study?with them and

there results

useful man.
"Knowledge is power," but that is
the safest knowledge which embraces
the widest subjects and, confining itself to no particular branch of learning, makes its power felt in broader
a strong,

fields of action.

to His saintly disciple.
This was an exemplification of
true and unselfish spirit. It was a
sacrifice for each one of those Massattendants to come out here so early
that cold morning. But it was interesting to note that the men who
attended the chapel exercises were
for the most part B. C.'s luminaries,
men who stand at the top in curriculum and extra-curriculum activities.
Half the great hockey team was
there, other athletes, scholars, debaters, and writers; in all a sight
which brings home the fact that Boston College is by no means without
the Greatest Spirit.

DISTINCTIONS FOR
HONOR STUDENTS
The prosperity in recent years of
Kappa Beta Phi and other organizations with the professed purpose of
disparaging scholarship, reacts the
American student's attitude in quite
same fashion that the International Rotary clubs express the American mania for business progress.
And it is not Kappa Beta Phi, with
its soft-shelled and puny influence,
that accomplishes the harm, but
rather the countless fireside supporters of the organization, who, sitting
placidly on well-stuffed chairs, sneer
at the scholar and at scholarship societies.
At the University of Illinois, "C"
is considered a "gentleman's" grade,
and a higher mark is therefore in the
same class with failure to keep one's
trousers pressed or in the proper
mode. In the same manner, it is the
fashion for fraternities to boast of
standing far below the middle on the
scholarship list. It is a fact that the
petition of an excellent local fraternity was opposed by a chapter of a
powerful national organization on the
grounds that its scholarship was "too
good," and its men therefore "not the
the

fraternity type."
Honor societies, pins and parchments proclaiming high scholarship
have apparently failed as awards to
encourage scholarship. The need is

for

a

local demonstration of

some

sort that will mark honor students
as distinguished men.?The Daily lllini.
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PICTURESQUE ST. MARY'S

Gazing down from the belfry of the
tower, we have one of the most extensive views obtainable in any part
of the city.
To the east, over the

bosom of the twin lakes, looms the
city of Boston, with the Federal Custom House and the golden dome of
the State Capitol plainly visible.
The Blue

Hills

and

the Newton
us on the
south and west, while to the north
lies Cambridge, with a dim view of the
Stadium and Memorial Tower of Harvard.
Between flows listlessly the
River Charles, seeking its way to the
sea, past the distant dome of TechHighlands spread out before

nology.

Before our eyes is St. Mary's Hall,
the lawn before which is divided into
the form of the figure "B," a novelty
hitherto unrealized by many. The
walk directly to the entrance forms
the line dissecting the lobes of the
letter.

Above the canopied arches of the
entrance to the faculty hall is a representation of Our Lady within a
niche of stoned tracery. The statue is
the work of Willard. The arched windows, which predominate in Gothic
architecture, set off with gentle beauty
the graceful front.
The building contains sixty rooms,
including a Bishop's'suite and an infirmary, and is equipped with all
modern appliances, even to oil heating.
The only sections of the house, however, that are open to public inspection
are the entrance hall, reception rooms,
president's office, and the sodality
chapel.

The reception parlors contain many
fine pieces of art, including the
"Judith" by Guido Reni mentioned in
a preceding article. Among the others
are, "The Charity of St. Julian," "The
Coin of the Tribute," the Crucifixion,"
"The Spanish Grandee and His Son,"
and "Protectors from the Plague."
It is the chapel, however, that received most of the elaboration showRising
ered about the building.
through two stories, it is finished for
the most part in stone-work. Besides
the main altar, there are eight smaller
marble altars, ranged along the sides,
and set off by tiny stations of the
Cross.

The altars are dedicated, in Gothic
lettering, to the Sacred Heart, St.
Joseph, St. Ignatius Loyola, St. Francis Xavier, St. Aloysius Gonzaga, St.
Alphonsus Rodriguez, St. Stanislaus
Kostka, and St. John Berchmans. The
main altar, dedicated to Mary, is of
prayerful Gothic design, and sets in
an apse overlooking the lakes.
Five windows, harmonies of color,
encircle the rear of the altar, beneath
which are stone carvings of the symbols of the Evangelists, the lion, the
eagle, the ox, and the man. The exterior of the apse is surmounted by a
stone representation of the scene on
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Calvary, while below are five panels,
depicting scenes from the life of St.
Ignatius Loyola.
The first is the inspiration, received from the Mother
and Child; the second, Ignatius speaks

to Francis Xavier, and the other
three, Ignatius preaching to his followers, his reception by St. Francis
Borgia, and his sanctification.
In the rear of the church, below the
organ loft, is a statue of Christ, carved
from wood by Kirchmeyer fo Cambridge. A statue of Our Lady in the
dining hall, and one of Ignatius in the
recreation room are also from his
hand.
The stained glass windows of the
sodality chapel are marvels of the art.
Practically unsurpassed in delicacy of
treatment and perfection of color, not
considering the ideal delineation of

facial characteristics, they were made
in this country, in contradiction to the
contention that the finest examples of
the art come from the continent of
Europe.
The subjects of the window
paintings are:
"The Assumption,"
"The Crucifixion," "The Holy Family,"
"Adoration of the Magi," and ''The
Annunciation."
The prismed light of the five designs
falls in a heavenly stream upon the
faces of four angels, two on either side
of the massive bronze gateway to the
cloister.
An appreciation of the two buildings,
which appeared in one of the October,
1915, issues of the Boston Transcript,
may be used as our conclusion:
"The mere walk from Commonwealth Avenue toward the magnificent Boston College buildings has
thrills one never suspected. How the
majestic
pile of
the recitation
building gains in beauty as you
come nearer and get its noble lines
foreshortened! You might almost
be strolling within the Cathedral
Close at Canterbury, and looking up at
a wealth of Gothic loveliness and
grace.
"To call it 'one of the sights of
Boston' is no extravagance. Nor do
you wonder that they boast of choosing 'the finest campus in America.'
From that undulated hillside, where
twenty or more collegiate structures
of the same tawny gray stone are to
be grouped in dignified harmony when
the plans are carried to completion,
you look out across the twin lakes, the
wooded shores, the Brookline ridges
and hillocks, and, far on beyond, the
dim prospective of Boston, where a
faint, ghostlike campanile, the Custom
House tower, seems hanging in air.
"But while it is stilf in a severely

abbreviated form, few institutions
have ever attempted anything more
sumptuous, architecturally, than the
English Gothic triumph at University
Heights. Even in embryo, it has many
a suggestion of Oxford and Cambridge?or rather, it is Oxford and
Cambridge without their grime. One
misses the grime, and yet is there not

The sixth annual concert and social
the Boston College Club of Woburn was held March 4, in Lyceum
Hall, Woburn, with 200 couples attending. The affair proved a great
success socially and financially.
The hall was beautifully decorated
with drop streamers of Maroon and
Gold, and our class banners placed
along the wall. The grand march,
a very spectacular feature of the
evening's
program, was led
by
"Chuck" Darling.
As the march
wended its way around the hall, the
orchestra added much to the color
and tone of the occasion by playing
the college songs. As a result of the
united efforts of the members of the
club and especially of the chairman,
a large sum of money was realized
which will be used to establish a
scholarship for some young man residing at Woburn, Mass.
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Medical School, only

vard Medical are the 'clous' of their
group, so is the towered building at
Boston College. It will remain the
'clou' even when the gymnasium, the
laboratories, the dormitories, and the
other proposed halls are outdone in
both size and splendor by the church
that is to give Commonwealth Avenue
a 'monument,' as the Parisians say,
and a reminder of their stately Notre
Dame."
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how gorgeous were the 'Dark Ages
and how daring the original colorschemes their architects supplied?
precedent and to spare for what has
been accomplished here. Inside the
great tower and offsetting the gray of
stone pillars and arches, color gleams
resplendent, with lavish use of a pale,
greenish gold and a rich and all but
redundant
in
profuseness
design.
Gothic?
In detail, perhaps not. In
adherence to strictly mediaeval standards, assuredly not. You recall Viollet-le-Duc's restoration of the SainteChapelle, and remind yourself that it
was not in the least like this. Possiyour
bly
aesthetic
traditionalism
growls within you, till you wonder if
the architects are not tearing their
hair. Patience! The more you study
those radiant decorations, the more it
seems to you that they reflect the
spirit of the Middle Ages.
'And so they do, in a way you little
dreamed.
All the mural embellishments here, all those in the library, all
those in the sumptuous assembly hall,
and plenty more besides, are the work
of a lay brother, who, high upon his
scaffold, ?a very modern-looking artisan in overalls?strove
for the
greater glory of God, with a mission,
like that of the Twelfth Century craftsmen, whose workmanship in stone,
wood, and jeweled glass lives after
them in the European cathedrals and
was prompted by the same devout
motive.
''You begin to realize now that sufficient harmony is already a foregone
achievement in the great architectural
scheme on University Heights. If the
tower
that crowns the Recitation
Building has appeared a trifle too
ornate for the rest of the structure,
the elaborate Gothic traceries adorning the Faculty Residence relieve the
effect by carrying the note of lavishness over into an adjoining edifice.
And if the tower has seemed rather
too broad and heavy for the building it
surmounts, you perceive that it is
meant to dominate the entire group.
"A noble group it will be, with its
tawny gray halls set well apart, with
lawns and open spaces between, and
abundant opportunity for landscape
gardening. In general, the composition

HOW DO YOU BUY YOUR CLOTHES?

WOBURN CLUB MEETS
of

a civilized, refreshing decency in clean
halls, newly chiseled groinings, and
interiors whose lavishly decorated
walls take on the radiance of soft gold
and undimmed color? Step in, and
judge.
"You are startled at first. So used
have you become to associating dull
hues with the Gothic, that you forget
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The call for a May Day poem is a
unique modern expression lying back
of the spring festival which has been

NOTES
By

page 1,

The HEIGHTS wishes to call
to the attention of all an error
which occurred in the last edition. It was stated that Benedict T. Daly lectured to the
class of Pedagogy February 20,
whereas, in fact, it was James
Daly, '23, who occupied the
chair on that date.

John E. Collins, '25

all times among various
peoples. This ancient feast is one of
the great astronomical festivals and
it has always conveyed the idea of
life triumphing over death with a renewal of beauty and energy and physical expressiveness. It is a fitting
symbol of childhood which is in itself
a renewal of the resurrection of the
human race, ancient life expressing
itself in terms of energy and beauty.
The old custom of celebrating May
Day is so full of possibilities of loveliness that all will welcome this incentive to its far-reaching revival.
The Poets' Guild believes that in
May Day are certain valuable symbols, ceremonies and teachings, by
means of which the people of America
may be made more keenly aware of
the childhood of the nation. Through
the medium of May Day and its rites
they can so dramatize the physical
and spiritual needs of children that
those who watch the festivals as well
as those who take part in them will
not only be instructed but stimulated
into action.
The conditions of the purchase of
the May Day poem are as follows:
The poem shall not exceed forty-eight
lines. It shall be typewritten. It
shall carry no signature, nor anything
that might serve as a clue to the
identity of the author. With it shall
be enclosed a sealed envelope containing the name and address of the
author, the name of the poem and the
poet's nom de plume or other identifying mark. The poems should be
sent to the Poet's Guild, Christodora
House, 147 Avenue B, New York City,
and must be in the hands of the Guild
by April 10th.
A committee of well-known poets
and critics, which will be announced
later by the Poets' Guild, will select
the poem best fitted for the requirements of the occasion.

known

The success of this column depends
in a great measure upon the co-operation given by the undergraduates
who are acquainted with some of the

alumni, and know in what fields their
activities are centered.
Any news relative to any of the
graduates will be gladly welcomed by
the Alumni Department of this pub-

lication.
Paul R. Duffly, the Chesterfieldian
vice-president of '22, has been in the
wool game since graduation. He is

.

now connected with Paul L. O'Sulli"Duff" was associated with
van.
nearly every student activity before
he received his degree. As a debator,
he excelled; as a "poll" he was better,
but as a social arbitrator he has had
no equal.

Ed Mulligan, '23, is reported to be
on the staff of the Boston Herald.
While under the tower he was president of the A. A. and the G. M. of
The HEIGHTS.
J. B. Donahue, '21; Ed Drohan, 21,
and Eric McKenzie are writing for
the Post.
Tom Mahan, ;22,.is no longer with
the Herald, but has joined the editorial department of Fiber and Fabric, the "oldest textile weekly in
America."
Dame Rumor has it that Tim McInerny, '22, who was formerly with
the Advertiser, is now scribbling for
\he Post;

Morgan T. Ryan, '21, has just left
the hospital after undergoing a minor
operation on his throat. Morgan will
be remembered as the winner of the
oratorical prize of '21, and one of the
leading actors of "Helping Father,"
one of Father Murphy's greatest suc?cesses.

"Nick" Tangney, '23, is working in
a local leather house. He claims that
he is laboring with some, pretty
\u25a0"tough material."
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of a few
with his four-inch choker collar
his over-padded shoulders, big turned
up pants cuffs, and bulldog oxfords.
He looked for all the world like order
number 275 in a mail order catalogue.
"Look at the neat B. C. man of today! Dressed in his English model
tweed, immaculate soft shirt, heather
hose and expensive brogues, he could
give the Prince of Wales pointers."
Asked his opinion on the presentday college man's headgear, "Billie"
replied: "If it's hats you mean, I
think those new pearl gray fedoras
are the cat's meow. ("Billie" speaks
American as well as English, from
his association with the boys.) "Them
old-time brown skimmers that the
boys used to wear always reminded
me of a pancake. But that there
gray hat of yours, and the ones the
rest of the students have on, are the
alligator's hips," the little jockey
added.
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ANOTHER COLLEGE ADDED TO OUR LIST
Quality has been the standard used by Architects and Professors in selecting equipment for Boston College
Science Building. Alberene Hoods, Sinks and
Table Tops will be installed by the
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To insure the health and comfort of our students and professors the latest type of heating and ventilating
systems is being installed in the new
Science Building by the
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St. Mary's Hall, 1915
Library

173 HARVEY STREET
Cambridge, Mass.
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Limestone, Sandstone,
Marble and Bluestone

years ago,
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Science Building, June, 1924

t

Introducing Billy Frazier and his educated colt, Phi Beta Kappa. Bill
and "Phi" are all set for their customary Sunday afternoon canter around
the Reservoir (of which the Seniors have lately claimed possession).
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Administration Building, 1913
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Sir William is known at B. C. as
the. titled "Towel Tender" and the
"Grand Keeper" of the Inner Sanctum of the Sacred Locker Room.
With his keen power of observation
he has been in a position to note the
varying changes in collegiate style
for the past ten years. Finding him
in a reminiscent mood recently, and
with the bribe of a good Perfecto,
The HEIGHTS reporter cajoled the
following out of him.
"Speaking of college styles, what a
change a few years bring. I remember

than

Owen Winston
Vice-President
WILU * M B Hardi*
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mentioned for all-scholastic honors,
gave a talk on "Football and the
American Youth."
A number of recitations were given
by James J. Delaney, '24, after which
Mr. Maloney favored the audience
with vocal selections.
The club is a social organization of
young men in the vicinity of Putnam
Square and is supervised by Rev.
John J. Ryan, a prominent alumnus
of Boston College. John Sullivan,
president, is an ex-member of the
class of 1922.
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Friday

Frederick Brooks

r

To correct an erroneous impression
,
that the ownership and management
cf the business have undero-one >
change, Brooks Brothers takes oc
casion to publish the names of its
Directors and Officers, and to state
that the business has been operated

A football smoker at which Boston
College men were principal speakers
was conducted by the University City
Club at their rooms on Massachusetts
Avenue, near Harvard Square, last
Friday evening.
Joseph A. Kozlowsky, captain-elect
of football, was billed to address the
asssembly of members and guests but
was unable to be present. Louis T.
Maloney, '25, ex-captain of Rindge
Technical School and at that time

Billy Frazier Talks on
Kollegiate Kut Klothing

"As far as style goes, these college
boys around here make the rah-rah
"boys of ten years ago take a back
seat." These words of wisdom fell
from the lips of William ("Billie")
Frazier, old-time jockey and good

?'xx

fettfif mm*

DARLING AT JUNIOR
CLUB SMOKER

The telescope of the Notre Dame
observatory was presented to the
university by Napoleon 111 in 1860.
The lenses were ground under the per-

the college boy
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Eagle Hockey Team to Play Two Games This Week

THROUGH THE
EAGLESEY

TO MEET B. A. A. AND
MONTREAL VICTORIAS
Flushed with a long string of wins
the Boston College hockeyists will en-

A CONSISTENT PERFORMER
"Fhiff" Flahive in placing third in the high jump at the Senior A. A. U.
meet showed himself one of the most consistent performers in the jumping
game. It was the eleventh meet of the season Flahive has done better than
6 feet. He will appear in two more meets before this copy leaves the press
and should continue his great record. If consistency is a jewel then we must
acknowledge "Fluff" as a priceless specimen of that rarity.

FRESHMAN RELAY AGAIN VICTORIOUS
Although Boston College finished in fifth place at the recent I. C. A. A.
meet, they were very close to victory, a matter of four points separating them
from first honors. Flahive was Eagle's only first place winner whose points
counted in the scoring. The freshmen relay team was victorious, but unfortunately their win did not help B. C, due to a ruling made after last year's
meet that freshman events should not be included in tabulating the points
scored.
FLAHIVE AGAIN
B. C.'s entry in the Senior A. A. U. chompionships last Thursday, Clarence Flahive, N. E. A. A. U. high jump champ, turned in a third place in the
nationals with a leap of 6 feet, 2 inches. This was accounted for by the
fact that Harold Osborne of Joie Ray's club and Dick Landon, N. Y. A. C.
champion were also entered.
Landon and Osborne tied in a leap of 6 feet, 4 inches, and equalled the
National record. Flahive's performance was his eleventh consecutive leap
over 6 feet. And that's consistency, if there ever was such a thing.
»

A RIGHT-HANDED DUO
Besides "Cheese" McCrehan, Coach Olaf Henricsen has two of the best
right handers in the college diamond game in Steve Patten and Jimmie Kelley.
Patten, in addition to being one of the star pitchers, is the best natural hitter
on the squad. Steve can step into a game, win it in the box with his twirling
and then knock in Whalen or Tommy Phillips on an extra base hit. It is probably that when he is not taking his turn in the box, Steve may be found cavorting about the right field pasture. Jimmie Kelley, the pride of Dorchester
Lower Mills district, Maine and other stations, was the twirling sensation of
the college season in 1923. Small for a star pitcher, Jimmie upset the dope
and came through. Hughie Fullerton picked him on one of his All-College
baseball teams and the Boston Braves thought so much of him that he was
urged to accompany the Boston team in their Spring training trip. Jimmie
wanted another year of college ball, so he put the big league offer off for a
while.

Being an interested thought not wholly happy spectator at the last H. CB. C. basketball game, it was inspiring to see the entire Holy Cross student
body cheering their team on to a win over an old time rival, the Eagles.
Now that the outcome of the second clash with the Hoya means a rubber
game, the student body of Boston College has a chance to show that their spirit
is not inferior to that of the Purple.
Let the best basketball team that has flashed the spangles of the Maroon
and Gold feel that it is not fighting for supremacy single handed but that
every Boston College heart is with that quartet until the final gong. It is
hardly reasonable to expect the team to come through on top if the school is
not behind it as it should be.
SMOKE
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TRACK SQUADS

AT NEW YORK

Relay Race Featuring
Once again the wing-footed proteges of Jack Ryder will hit the trail
for Gotham Town to display their
wares in the track line. The scene of
the meet will be at the 22d Regiment
Armory on March 14th, under the
auspices of the New York Chapter,
Knights of Columbus.
A classy field has been entered in
the 90 meter run which promises to
be a thrilling spectacle. The Maroon
and Gold will be represented by J. J.
Sullivan. "Joe" has been turning in
some fine work lately which is proven
by the fact that between the Legion
meet and the Johns Hopkins meleehe
has carted home five medals.
Mahoney Favorite in the Mile
In the 1,500 meter event the Eagle
boasts of Tom Cavanaugh and Pat

fore.

lHyiZ discount to B. C. students on cash sales at our list price.

lO TO

deavor to reverse the outcome of the
last set-to with the Exeter Street
rink-men when they face-off again at
This
the Arena tomorrow night.
game will count in the Winsor Cup
Series which has so stirred the BosWhen the Colton hockey public.
legians met the clubmen over a month
ago the speedy Eagle, Culhane, was
absent with an infected "wing" and,
together with the presence of the
giant "Ajax" Campbell, who is not
playing now this had much to do with
a Heights defeat. John Culhane is at
present the peer of American Collegiate forwards, and a treat to watch.
He, as well as his team-mates, hope
to return the B.A.A. compliment. In
the race for the Winsor Cup B. C. has
broken even to date. The aforementioned defeat and the one in which
the Maples were victors, 2 to 1, and in
which the flashy Leo Hughes was a
star, make up Boston College's two
losses in the Series. The brace of
wins has been at the expense of Boston H. C. and the Maple A.A. On
Friday evening the Heights midgets
will pursue the puck with the Victorias of Montreal, one of the cleverest sextets in the Dominion.

Mahoney. Cavanaugh's performances
this year have been noteworthy and
he should be well up among the leaders at the finish of the mile. Pat Mahoney has reached the peak of perfection, and Friday night will be his first
stepping-stone to the Olympic trip.
The sensation of this season's
spiked shoes artists, George Lermond,
has been entered in the 3,000 meters
run. It is unnecessary to relate the
success with which George has been
greeted in the distance tilts through
the current season.
Clarence Flahive, a marvel for consistently jumping over six feet, will
show his usual form in the high jump.
"Fluff" has cleared the bar at 6 ft.
2 in. several times this year, and a
repetition will bring him again to the
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"Fluff" Flahive Seeks Jump
Across Atlantic for Olympic Games

The Catholic College relay over the
1,600 meter course will be a nip and
tuck contest. Georgetown and Holy
Cross both boast of formidable quartets, and the Eagle is out for revenge
for former defeats. At yet Ryder has
not chosen his four relay representatives from J. P. Sullivan, J. J. Kelly,
Captain Frank Kelly, Frank White,
and Frank Hurley.

Charlie Schroeder of Sophomore
was one of the stars in the Massachusetts gymnastic demonstration, given
by the classes of the municipal gymnasium of the City of Boston, held
at the East Armory, last week.
Charlie turned in some fine acrobatic
stunts, and a little trick wrestling, in
addition.
Schroeder is also entered in the
Olympic Wrestling trials, in the 145
pounds class, to be held in Boston
some time this month. Schroeder
competed in the New England title
bouts for 1923, with mediocre success.

"King of high jumpers, in consistency" is the latest title that has
been handed to Clarence Flahive. A

won the high jump in the fall interclass meet with a leap of 5 feet, 10
inches.
Adding height day by day,
the spring of 1921 found him doing
5.11 inches.
As a soph, Flahive placed second in
the New Englands and Easterns and
qualified in the L.C.A.A.A.A.'s for the
final leap. This year his success has
been so great that every amateur athletic follower knows his records by
heart.
Flahive's great success is all the
more to be wondered at, when we consider that he is a "freak" as a
jumper.
Most of the star high
jumpers, as for example Dick Landon, Osborne, Johnny Murphy and Le
Roy Brown, are all well over 6 feet in
height, and consist mostly of legs,
while he is only around 5 ft. 7 in., yet
he jumps the necessary six foot plus.
Now, all the sporting writers and
track coaches are claiming that Flahive is deserving of a place on the
Olympic team, but "Fluff" isn't saying anything, he's just jumping.
When the high jump results are announced at the trials, this June 14,
Clarence Flahive's name will undoubtedly be among the placers and
that means the trip across the pond
that B. C. wants to see him get.

dozen times, in succession, Flahive has
done 6 feet or over, in order to earn
the title.
Moreover, "Fluff" has secured several titles in the past few months. He
has won the New England A.A.U.
title and the Intercollegiate title, in
the past few weeks, and recently
landed a third against Osborne and
Landon.
Flahive came to the Heights after
graduating from Boston College High,
where he made a great athletic record.
In fact, he was practically a track
team by himself. A point winner in
the 600, broad jump, high jump, and
a member of the championship relay
team of that schoolboy season shows
the way that the sandy-haired junior
does things.

He finished his high school career,
coming second in the Interscholastic
meet. Brack Darling, now of Amherst, was the top man. Flahive and
Darling had another battle at the
New Englands, later on and the result
was a tie, with another opportunity on
hand this spring.
In his first year at the Heights, he
EDWARD IT. P. BURNS
President

JOSEPH P. DONOVAN
Vice-President

RICHARD D. OANTT
TrauMM
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Freshman Relay Team After Winning
I. C. A. A. A. A. Title Seeks New Worlds
Bill McKillop, Joe McKenney, Joe
Ingoldsby and Frank McClusky, or in
other words, the Freshman Medley
relay team, champions of the collegiate world.
And how those boys had to run in
order to annex that title! Harvard,
Yale, Cornell and Penn. State were
left far in the rear, to gain sympathy
from Northeastern, Tufts, Holy Cross
and others over whom the team has
been victorious this year.
Bill McKillop started the I. C. A.
A. A. A. racket, running the half mile
for the junior Eagles. Right behind
came Roger Magoun, the old Huntington School star, now running for
Harvard, 1927. Bill displayed that
under 2.00 minute flat pace of his and
left the field far in the rear.
Fifty yards was the lead that Bill
turned over to Joe Ingoldsby. Joe
had 440 yards to run and he retained
his lead over the entire distance.
Husky Joe McKenney came next with
a 220 to go. He tore off his distance
and increased that 50-yard lead, with
Al Miller, of Harvard, far in the rear.
Frank McClusky, an old team mate
of Joe's, started his journey here.
Harvard was
Haggerty of
Red
Frank's opponent in the last distance,

the mile.

The fifty yards were a handy thing

to have, but Frank wanted to show
the world that he could also gain distance, so he added a few more yards.
The result was that McClusky crossed
the line way in front of his opponents,
the result being that Boston College
won the Freshman collegiate Medley

title.
"A varsity medley title at the
Heights, in a year or so, if these lads
continue to develop," was the verdict
of more than one spectator at these
big games, held last Saturday, in New
York.
Most of the lads on the team were
unknown to New York track fame,
and that surprised Gotham more than
anything else. Moreover, all on the
team were local high school boys, and
entirely the fruits of Jack Ryder's
coaching.

Bill McKillop hails from Boston
English, where he captained the track
team last winter. McKillop set two
records while at English that are going to stand for a long time. In the
annual Harvard Freshman, Public
Latin and English High School meet,
Bill turned in a 2.25 for the 1000.
At the Reggies, Bill started right out
to break Earl Dudley's record. At
the 380 mark, Coach Ryder timed Bill
for a 2.03 sees., and at the finish the

record was broken.
Then Bill decided to come to the
Heights and aid a few of his high

school rivals in breaking records for
the Eagles.
Ingoldsby came to B. C. from Latin
school with a record as star track
man and a good tackle. Joe passed
up the pigskin game to go in for
track work. In the Reggies last winter he and Frank McClusky were two
of the lads who pushed Gordon Clark,
now of Huntington School, to a new
record.
Joe McKenney, as every one knows,
lives in Brighton, and was a football,
track and baseball team there for a
few years.
All Scholastic quarterback, All Scholastic pitcher and second place winner in the Reggie 300
were only a few of Joe's records.
That he was the goods in football,
the B. C. record for 1923 shows, and
track records now boast of a new
yearling title holder.
Baseball is
coining.
The last of the quartet, Frank McClusky, also arrived from the Brighton District. Frank is a big star now
and is developing rapidly. Joie Ray
had one B. C. man right behind him
in the Legion mile, and Frank was
that man. Result, a third place for
B. C. against the best runners in the
country.

That concludes the relay team that
shows promise of grabbing a senior
medley title for Boston College within the next few years.

SHAMROCKS TRIM
Boston College Boasts of
EAGLES, 3 TO 0
Two Three-Letter Men
Ottawa Team Proves Too Fast
for B. C.
MAHONEY BACK IN LINEUP

Three Letter Men: Sonny Foley and

Frank Wilson.
Letter Men: Steve Patten,
Bill Melley, Eddie Harrison, Grat
O'Connell, Bill Cronin, Chuck Darling, Leo Hughes, George Dowd,
Two

It took one of Canada's greatest
sextets to disrupt the Eagle's string
of victories, the team that accomplished the feat being the Shamrocks
of Ottawa. Superior passing and
speed gave the invaders a 3 to 0 win
over the Maroon and Gold only after

both outfits had furnished the hardest
and most brilliant hockey play seen
at the Arena in a blue moon.
The game started off with a bang
and continued at a pace which had
an appreciative house on its feet all
evening. For the first period the outcome was a toss-up, both teams playing on nearly even terms, and failing
to capitalize a score or more of opportunities.
D'Arcy

Leamy,

subbed on

who

the Canadian Olympic team which
recently defeated the United States,
contributed four of the evening's
scores.

The first came

in the second

period, when a lone wolf stunt sent
the puck in back of Fitzgerald's
skates.

The second tally was made on a
shot from center ice by Jacques
Fournier. B. C. continued its hot
pace through the third period and
although Mahoney was back in harness after a week of ineligibility, they
were unable to ripple the curtains.
The final score of a hectic night of
hockey playing came on an offside
counter. A kick by Dellefoille gave
Leamy the rubber in front of Fitzy.
The Boston College goalie's stick was
knocked from his hands and Leamy
on a clever back hand shot added an
aggravating point. The fourth score
by Burnett was also offside but was
seen to be so by the referees.

SHAMROCK CLOSE-UPS
Darragh's passing was an important factor in the Eagle's defeat. It
was one of the features of the night.
Sonny Foley's dribbling and Eddie
Mullowney's rushes were pleasing
contrasts.

Connell's goal tending was clever
but Fitzy's defence work bordered
on the spectacular.

Tommy

Phillips,

Tommy

Murphy,

Andy Carroll, Jimmie Kelley and Tom

the other schools that have turned
out two letter athletes for the
Heights.

Boston College athletes are, therefore, something of a cosmopolitan
crowd, coming from as far west as
Minneapolis, north as Barre, Vermont, south as Brooklyn and for
east there are all the local high
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HOCKEY TEAM

Nationals Fall Before Eagle
Onslaught, 7-3
Once

has an Eagle opponent
Last Thursday evening
at the Ice Palace, the Boston College
hockey team again asserted its right
to the title of Eastern Collegiate
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stood: B. C. 7,

Nationals 3.
Losers Sparkle
Within ten seconds of the first faceoff Groden had whirled down the ice
with the puck in his possession. He
socked it at the crouching Frenchman.
It was in vain, however, as the latter
was on the "qui vive," on the rebound one of his mates took the tablet on his hockey, left the field, shot
along the left lane, and from quarterice flicked the little rubber into the
cords. En masse arose about three
hundred rooters for the leaders. This
solid bank gave full vent to their

LOEW'S STATE
Massachusetts Ave. Continuous
1 P. M. to 11 P. SI.
.

FIRST-RUN

PHOTOPLAYS
And Other Screen Topics

EVERY SUNDAY
Open

Doors

at ?:30

VAUDEVILLE

wrought-up feelings in wild gesticulating, stamping, and bellowing themselves hoarse. A. Jalbert raised his
stick high in the air and skated triumphantly by his backers, who continued to cheer him until he resumed
his position.
The crystal surface
looked black to Boston when ten minutes of the opening period had elapsed.
Heap

February 11th

Beginning

Champions by humbling the Nationals of Manchester, New Hampshire.
When three-quarters of an hour of
tumbling, wizardry and straight hock-

PHOTOPLAYS

LOEW'S ORPHEUM
In the Heart of the Shopping
District
Continuous 9:15 a. m. to 10:30 p. m.

Coals of Fire

HIGH

Overflowing with life and their peppery French spirit, the New Hampshire hockeyists caused the pace to
become warm and then hot. They
scurried all over the rink in skilful
exhibitions of passing. Their endeavors were not useless. A. Jalbert, who
wore the honored costume of a jail-

CLASS

VAUDEVILLE
PHOTOPLAYS

bird, but who was never as confined,
fondled the disc at mid-ice for some
seconds, and then shunted off to the
right path. He skated along swiftly,
and with no outer guard visible,
packed his second shot past "Fitzie"
and into the cage. This brought forth
another outburst from the farmer
folks, and accompanying "fire and
brimstone" on the ice. Willard's punishment was pale in contrast to the
puck's during the ensuing few mo-

Pleasure

McNEILLY'S RIDING ACADEMY
AND GARAGE
Horses for Sale?Auto Renting?Repairing
Trucking?Barge Service

J.

0831

Allston

639 HAMMOND ST. and 554 HEATH ST.
CHESTNUT HILL
Regent 0166
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Quick Service

BANJO INSTRUCTION

I'lione

more

capitulated.

schools.
Steve Patten, from Somerville, is
the first of our star athletes to be
Very few colleges can boast of two
Steve
such star athletes as Sonny Foley taken up in this article.
gained fame here on the Heights for
and Frank Wilson, three letter men
three things: his ability as a pitcher
at the Heights.
Sonny landed his
and a batter, his knowledge of drop
letters in his freshman year in footkicking, and the fact that his blond
ball, baseball and hockey. Frank Wilhair is never disturbed. Steve, by the ments.
son garnered his in track, baseball way, is considered to be the most
Rally By Boston
natural hitter on the hurling squad,
and football. Sonny had his three
The
was no stranger to the
disc
quite
good
honor,
an
as
letters before he entered Sophomore, which is
Heights rink-men while the foe was
pitchers
supposed
poor
are
to
be
but Wilson didn't get his third letter
piling up such a formidable lead.
until the end of the gridiron season stickers.
Every man had it on his stick, but
Bill Melley won his "B" in footin 1922.
he had the habit of holding it on. In
basketball,
ball
and
did
Eddie
Haras
The three letter stars both hail
other words there was an absence of
and
Tommy
rison,
Grat
O'Connell
from different schools, Foley from
co-operation among the home players
Murphy. By a peculiar coincidence,
Cambridge Latin and Wilson from
at the start. Some individual work
Melley,
played
Okie and Harrison all
Boston College High.
by Foley carried B. C. into the scorat
team.
Tommy
end
on
the
grid
Besides these athletic stars, B. C.
ing column when the midget wormed
has a multitude of two letter men. Murphy is the star shot of this year's
his way through a flock of Nationals
quintet,
gained
his letter in footand
Those men have connected for their
to jab the rubber home. About two
ball
in
,1921.
insignias in different branches of
Chuck Darling and Bill Cronin are minutes after, the helmeted Culhane
sport, most of them having a foottwo football stars of the first water, hooked one and worked through the
ball letter, however.
bulwark to score in nifty fashion.
Boston College High leads in points who also have starred on the diaThe whole house re-echoed with
a
mond.
Chuck
has
record
of
never
as to the number of two letter men,
cheers. Both teams had registered
with three: Bill Melley, Tommy having made an error on Alumni
twice. But the loyal applauders from
while
scrappiest
Field,
Bill is the
Murphy and Tom Mclntire. Somerthe Granite State were struck dumb
B.
third
sacker
that
C.
has
had
in
ville High is right behind the
when
the tablet was purloined by
many a day.
Eaglets, boasting of Steve Patten and
"Sonny" and sent whizzing into the
Leo Hughes, of the college, but
George Dowd. Brooklyn prep, with
curtains to put the Collegians into the
Eddie Harrison, Dean Academy with
with the Maples in hockey, holds four
lead. The session ended shortly.
Grat O'Connell, Hingham High with hockey letters and a football letter. It
Mid-Period Dilatory
Bill Cronin, Minneapolis Central took Leo four years to earn that footHigh School with the one and only
ball letter, but Leo says that it is
While the "Flying Frenchmen" and
Chuck Darling, Newton High with
worth all of the trouble. Leo was their lighter but just as courageous
Leo Hughes,
Worcester Classical ranked as the best college wing man antagonists were hustling throughout
with Tommy Phillips, Dedham High
in the east last winter when he was the second frame, there was a slowwith Andy Carroll and Goddard playing for the championship Boston ness not evident in the other periods.
College sextet.
Seminary with Jimmie Kelley, are
When they took the ice the visitors
had
all the car-marks of being as
I
rough as New Haven. The idea that
it would work to advantage with the
Eagles was dispelled quickly when
Enjoy
and
the eventual winners made their evei*y
trick tactic look sick and amateurish.
Play at this time in the game was
wide open. B. C. carried it to the
opponents' territory, however, and in
one of these marches the Eagle center
passed one to Groden that meant another score. A. Jalbert scored for his
team again, making the third and
Saddle Horses for Hire?Riding Lessons
final point for the Nationals.

Mclntire.
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Culhane and Groden may not be
Frenchmen but they can surely fly.
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LERMOND RUNNER UP
AT MANHATTAN MEET
Holy

Cross Places Third
Triangular Race

in

Relay Team Defeats Fordham
Philadelphia again witnessed an
immensely satisfactory act in the

person of the Penn. A. C. indoor
meet held in Quakertown last Saturday night.
The features of the games were
the winning of the mile run by Joie
Roy of the Illinois A. C. and the victory of Holy Cross in the 2400 yard
relay race.
The inimitable Chicago taxi pilot,
who by the way had won a race only

a few hours before in New York, ran
a beautiful mile. The veteran distance star parted the tape well in
front of Hahn of the B. A. A. who
took second over Schuyler Erick of
Like the proverbial
Penn. State.
wine Joie seems to grow better with
age.

The purple distance quartette
walked off with the honors in the
2400-yard event, leading both Penn.
and Georgetown to the post. Tierney, the "Worcester flash" was
greatly instrumental in the "Cross"
victory. The 500-yd. indoor champ
was in fine fettle and he had no
trouble in beating Gegan of Georgetown by three yards on the gun lap.
Loren Murchison, Newark A. C.
track
streak/ well known to Boston
handicap
fans, copped both the 40-yd.
and invitation sprints. In the latter
race the New Jersey "Stutz" equalled
the world's record of 4 2-5 seconds
held by Buddy Eaton of Boston.
Three hurdle performers equalled
the world's record mark of 6s for the
45-yard indoor high hurdles. Christernsson of Newark and Moore of
Penn State leaped their semi finals in
record time while Reilly of the Illinois
A. C. snapped the yarn for the same
time in his final heat. The lanky
Illinois representative won the event
with Moore taking a good second.
Meyer blew in third while Christernsson was shut out of the picture.
Harold Osborne, one of the country's premier high jumpers, won this
event with a 6 ft. 5 in. leap. The
Illinois lad's jump will cause the
Olympic committee to smile with contentment.
Last Friday night at the Manhattan games in New York City, George
Lermond, Boston College distance
star, showed his heels to his ancient
rival, Roland Payne of Colby, in a 2mile run. Payne had to be content
with third money while the Maroon
and Gold speedster grabbed a good
second.
A few moments later the Eagle's
one-mile relay outfit took a second
to Holy Cross with Fordham trailing

COUGHLIN TALKS
(Continued from page 1)
was one of the most interesting of the course, and the subject, of course, brought forthy many

The period

that had been smouldering,
perhaps, in the minds and hearts of
many for years.
Mr. Coughlin, with several of his
mates from '23, has completed a term
in the Boston high schools and is
now at the Heights preparatory to
receiving his degree of Master of
Education.
opinions

THE CATHOLIC
SUPPLY HOUSE
Gift Rosaries

Sterling Silver, Gold Filled,
Solid Gold.
Prayer Books
Standard and Special Prayerbooks in many styles of
binding.

Pictures
Wall and Easel pictures in
large variety. Special collection of masterpiece reproductions in hand-carved frames.
Statues
Imported models of unusual
fineness.

Crucifixes and Candlesticks
Matched sets, individual pairs
in brass, silver or gold finish.
Books
Literatui'e, Fiction, Spiritual
Reading by Catholic Authors.
A special section for young
Readers,

MARLIER PUBLISHING CO.

121-29

FULTON DISCUSSES
IMMIGRATION

Harrison Ave. Extension

Between Bedford & Essex Sts. Rear
of R. H. White Co. iV Woolworth's.

THE STORE FOR MEN

The Immigration question, the subject of the inter-collegiate debate with
Fordham, was discussed in detail at
the regular meeting of the Fulton Debating Society, held Monday at the
society's debating chamber.

At Washington St., Corner of Summer

Messrs. Lyons and Hanrihan for the
affirmative contended that the present
3 per cent, laws should remain in
force and that the prosperity of the
country would be impeded and greatly
hindered if a change were made. The
negative, represented by Messrs. McCarthy and Donovan, maintained that
a change in the law would affect the
prosperity of the country, not however for the worse, as the affirmative
held, but rather for the better.

Suggestions

March 11, 1924

They

added that the new law would give
the United States greater powers of
selection, thus assuring the nation a
higher grade of citizenship.
In the absence of President Kilcoyne, Vice-President Reardon presided as chairman and wielded the
gavel, in a very efficient manner. The
period of voluntary debate was prolonged slightly due to the interest
manifested in the question by the
members of the society. Messrs.
Sheehan, Carr, Grady, O'Hanlen and
McLaughlin participated in this debate and brought out many points
overlooked by the main debaters. The
moderator warmly commended the society for the interest taken in the discussion and paid special tribute to the
lecture teams, which have so worthily
represented the Fulton in various
parts of the state, lectures on the Bok
Peace Plan at Cambridge Council, St.
John's Council, Everett Council and
Needham Council, K. of C. were announced for March 10, 17, 20 and
April 2, respectively.

The Favorite Topcoat
For College Men is the loose Slipon Coat in fine cheviots and
tweeds; slightly longer, wide
spacing of buttons, notched lapels
$45 to $65
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Be independent of street cars. Arrive
on time in one of our used-car bargains.
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REID MOTOR SALES, Inc.
J. B. O'REILLY. Sales Mgr.
362 Washington St., Dedham,
Mass.
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BOK PEACE PLAN

"Resolved: That the Bok Peace
Plan Should Be Accepted by the
United States" was the question debated by the Marquette on last Thursday. The spirit of the great war
leader, Woodrow Wilson, was invoked
to lead the verbal platoons with which
the affirmative speakers, Messrs.
Driscoll and McElroy, sought to gain
approval of the plan. The negative
countered with the repudiating vote
of 1920, when the plan was decisively
rejected by the sovereign vote of the
entire people.
Mr. Driscoll of the affirmative gave
a masterful analysis of the plan as
related to world problems, showing
that international co-operation is vitally necessary to world peace, and
that the Bok Plan is best suited to
effect this end, while safeguarding
American nationalism. His colleague,
Mr. McElroy, showed that, already,
economic
conditions have forced
America into representation on many
important league committees, and
therefore we may as well accept officially what we possess in fact.
The negative, Messrs. Sheehy and
McCracken, pointed out the palpable
weaknesses of the proposed plan,
characterizing it as an idea conceived
under suspiciously political auspices.
They furthermore questioned the efficacy of a moral force which is based
on the conflicting moralities of the
Christian, Buddhist and pagan mind.
The rebuttal was heated and elo-

quent, and here Messrs. McCracken
and Sheehy scored heavily. By the
majority vote of the house, the negative side were adjudged the winner.
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the Boston quartette.
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The best for over 50 years
Never better than today

grow
MILES

Made in Massachusetts

Special Prices to the Students,
Alumni, and Philomatheia Club
members of Boston College on
application to F. B. WELCH '25,

THE GROW TIRE SALES CO., Inc.
J. M. LINEHAN, B.C. '15, Pres. and Treat.
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